
The fighting is over. The Odanites and Plagueians returned home and celebrated victory or
at least a good fight. During the celebrations, members of each clan told stories about the
fights they had and with whom.

"You've heard of the match between your Padawan and the Plagueian," Gui Sol asked when
he saw Elyon de Neverse coming to the celebration.

"No, Master Gui. I haven't heard of it yet. And I haven't had time to talk about it with Eva
Gagemon yet," a young girl answered him.

"You should have seen her. It wasn't bad that it was her first fight against the Sith," said
young Kiffar, pointing to two empty spots in the corner of the room.

"I'll be happy to tell you," Gui said, smiling.

"That would be great. I don't know how much Eva wants to talk about it," Elyon replied with a
smile and walked to the empty seats.

They both sat down in the empty seats and put their heads closer together to hear
themselves through the noise of the celebrations.

"So I was in the catacombs of the palace when I heard that someone was fighting
somewhere coming over me. I cautiously went to the noise of the fight, in case anyone
needed help. I turned off my lightsaber so I could get closer. The blue and purple blades
were stuck together. And I saw faces in their shine. One of the fighters was Eva Gagemon
against Sarai Andromeda," Gui said, waiting for Elyon's reaction.

'Sarai is older and more experienced than Eva, but I believe she had a problem with my
Padawan. Eva is a tough opponent," said Elyon, drawn into the story.

"Yes. She took her opponents a lot. Eva's interventions were accurate and fast, but Sarai
was faster. From time to time, Eva had something to do to keep up with her pace. They both
changed directions quickly," Gui described the situation, watching  as Elyon listens to him
with full concentration. She didn't even notice the object flying just overhead.

"And what happened next," Elyon asked as her companion paused for a moment.

"Both fighters moved slowly towards me. I knew that if I wasn't careful I would lose the
possibility of a moment of surprise, but at the same time I had to stay close so I could rush to
help," young Kiffar went on to describe the various situations of combat.

"So I stepped back, but ready to intervene. Saria then gained a moment of advantage when
she jerked the blade of Eva's attack and, with the help of the Force, threw it against the wall
of the corridor. Eva slammed her back and head headlong into the wall and slumped down to
the ground." Gui said and looked to Elyon's eyes.

"What? She didn't tell me that she was hurt. I have to look at her," Elyon said, getting up
from the table.



"Wait till I finish it," Gui said, grabbing her hand to stop her.

"You're right. I'm sorry. I'm just not thrilled that Eva didn't tell me about that," Elyon said,
sitting back down.

"So Eva is lying on the ground trying to get up. As Sarai approached her, preparing for the
final blow. But here I stepped into the fight. With a quick click, I activated my blade. And I
jumped quickly in front of Eva," Gui said and watched as Elyon swallowed his story.

“And how did it turn out?” Elyon asked, excited,

“Sarai attacked me, but I repulsed her, and they both realized she had no chance of winning,
so she ran away. I helped Eva get up and we both continued searching." Gui finished the
story and smiled.

"Thank you for telling me, Master Gui. I'm going to see Eva for sure." Elyon said and stood
up again.

"Say hello to Eva from me," Gui shouted after her.

"I will," Elyon said, bowing to him and leaving the room.


